WINDOM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST FOR 2021-2022
As part of our Safety Plan, the PTO purchased evacuation bags. We would like to ask each parent to send in a heavy sweatshirt labeled with the child’s name. They will be returned at the end of the year.

### Kindergarten: Please label everything with your child’s name

- Backpack or tote (big enough to fit folder and lunchbox) – no wheels
- 1 Pkg. sharpened #2 pencils with erasers
- 3 Boxes of Crayola crayons 24 count –original colors - regular size
- 1 Pkg. Crayola Markers – original colors
- Low odor dry erase markers (Expo preferred)
- 1 Sturdy pencil box (standard size) Plastic only
- 6 large or 12 small - Elmer’s Glue sticks:
  - 1 bottle of Elmer’s liquid glue
- Oversized T-shirt for Art smock
- Beach Towel (standard size)
- Complete change of clothes to be kept in school (top, bottom, socks, underwear, sneakers)
- 1- black and white composition notebook
- 4- 2-pocket folders (horizontal pockets) 2-with clasps

### Grade 1: Please label everything with your child’s name

- Backpack or tote (big enough to fit folder and lunchbox) – no wheels
- 24 - Pencils – Sharpened – Ticonderoga Pencils preferred
- Pink erasers
- 3 Boxes of Crayons - 24 count regular colors
- 1 Box of Crayola markers 10 count, original colors, leave in box
- 1 Black Sharpie – fine point
- 3 Low odor dry erase maker
- 1 Yellow Highlighter
- 2 Plastic Pencil boxes
- 2 Marble composition notebook (at least 100 sheets)
- 1 - bottle liquid glue
- 1 - 3 ring pencil case with zipper

### Grade 2: Please label everything with your child’s name

- Backpack or tote (big enough to fit folder and lunchbox) – no wheels
- 2 Boxes of #2 pencils (sharpened)
- 1 big eraser
- 1 Red pen
- 8-16 box Crayons (original colors)
- Colored Pencils
- 1- Black Sharpie markers
- 1- Highlighter
- Pink erasers
- Scissors
- Glue sticks - 12 large or 24 small
- 2 composition notebooks
- 1 box quart size plastic bags
- 1 pair of earbuds or headphones
- 1- bottle hand sanitizer
- 1 - 3 ring pencil case with zipper

### Grade 3: Please label everything with your child’s name

- Backpack or tote (big enough to fit folder and lunchbox) – no wheels
- 2 Boxes of #2 pencils (sharpened)
- 1 big eraser
- 1 Red pen
- 8-16 box Crayons (original colors)
- Colored Pencils
- 1- Black Sharpie markers
- 1- Highlighter
- SOFT SIDED pencil case with zipper
- 1 Bottle liquid glue
- 4 large glue sticks
- 1 Pkg. of wide-ruled notebook paper
- 2- Marble composition notebooks (3 Gabner & Besecker only)
- 5 Folders (red, green, blue, yellow, purple)
- with prongs and pockets, preferably plastic *No binders please
- 1 Decorative folder for homework
- Art shirt/smock
- Scissors
- Emergency sweatshirt to be kept in class (labeled)

### Grade 4: Please label everything with your child’s name

- Backpack or tote (big enough to fit folders and lunchbox) - no wheels
- 2 Boxes of #2 pencils sharpened with erasers
- 1 Red pen
- 8-16 box Crayons (original colors)
- Colored Pencils
- 1- Black Sharpie marker
- 1- Highlighters
- 1- bottle hand sanitizer
- 1 - 3 ring pencil case with zipper
- 1 Pkg. of wide-ruled notebook paper
- 5 Folders with prongs (red, blue, yellow, orange, purple)
- 1 Decorative take home folder (plastic)
- 1- 1” green binder with pockets
- 1- 4x4 standard post-it notes
- 1- 3x3 standard post-it notes
- 2 Highlighters
Soft Sided Pencil Case with Zipper
Scissors (Fiskars preferred)
Ruler (w/metric and standard measurements)- not foldable
6 Large glue sticks + 1 glue bottle
3 Marble Composition Notebooks
Art smock/ shirt

Gym clothes (Sneakers, shorts, top)
1 - Pair of earbuds or headphones
Emergency Sweatshirt
Stylus for Touchscreen Chromebook (optional)
1 No-spill water bottle (optional)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------
Grade 5: Please label everything with your child’s name

Backpack or tote (big enough to fit folder and lunchbox) – no wheels
2- Boxes of 24 (#2 Pencils)
2-Thin Low Odor Dry Erase Markers
3- Highlighters (different colors)
Colored pencils and markers
1- Black Sharpie – fine
SOFT SIDED pencil case with zipper
Large pink eraser
6- Large glue sticks
Scissors
1- Pkg. of wide-lined loose-leaf paper
4- Marble composition notebooks
2- Decorative folders (student choice)
5- Folders (red, green, blue, yellow, purple) with prongs and pockets, preferably plastic
   OR 2 each heavy paper w/inner pockets and clips– red, blue, green, yellow, purple
Art shirt/smock
Gym supplies: Gym clothes/deodorant in gym bag
Set of inexpensive earbuds or headphones labeled inside a Ziploc bag